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Activity 1

Who are the superheroes in your life?
Superheroes are strong, superheroes are determined, but most of all
superheroes are kind. At the time of writing, living under lockdown measures
has made it an all the more important quality for everyone to have, which is
likely why the theme of 2020’s Mental Health Awareness Week was kindness. In
recognition of the everyday superheroes we all know, Our Time has created
some suitably heroic activities that young and old can enjoy from their home.
Excelsior!

Transform someone you know into a superhero
Is there someone you know who is always ready to help others? Are they already a
hero who could perhaps be turned into the “super” variety through your
imagination? Let’s make it happen!
Start by asking yourself what kind of superhero they would be. How could their
best qualities be turned into superpowers? If they are happy to carry things for
others, they could have psychic levitation! Good at fixing things? Make them able
to repair machines with a touch! The possibilities are endless.

Superhero costumes
How could their unique style be translated into a costume? A striking costume can
be a key part of a superhero’s identity, so how would you capture this person’s
unique style and take it to super levels?
Consider what their favourite colours are that you could incorporate into their
design. Do they have an item of clothing or accessory they’re often seen with? Try
turning it into a gadget that contributes to their powers! Their glasses could be
goggles that grant special vision or a bangle could become an invisibility bracelet!

Time to get drawing
Here’s the fun part. Get out your pens, paper,
crayons or paintbrushes and try illustrating
your chosen superhero based on the idea
you’ve come up with.
Having a picture of your chosen person for
reference may help, you could even draw from
them in real life if they’re a family member in
your household. However, you may wish to
keep it a secret and surprise them with the end
result!
You may also be able to draw inspiration from
existing superheroes by borrowing a few key
features. Would Batman’s utility belt be a good
fit? Maybe Superman’s cape would look good
on them?
Consider perhaps drawing them in an exciting
pose as well, or better yet, busy helping
someone. Either way, make sure the results are
super!
Feeling ambitious? Create an entire super team
based on people you know!

Take your superhero design even further - make
a trading card!
Does your chosen person have the hero factor to
make a good trading card? Let’s find out!
You could draw or stick a new picture onto your
card, or (if you’re particularly clever) photograph
or scan your original drawing, print it, cut it out
and apply it to your card!
Here are a few ideas for things you might include
on your card:
A super team they could be a part of –
perhaps your family.
A short biography – saying who they are and
how they got their powers.
Special powers – particularly those that help
others.
A catchphrase – something they often say.
Before you know it, you’ll have a collectible
on your hands, don’t forget to create a snazzy
design for the opposite side too!

Surprise your super someone! Pass on the
challenge
Show your appreciation to your chosen super someone by showing them what
you’ve made! If they don’t live with you could always send them a photo or scan of
your design.
You could even try to start a super-trend and challenge them to transform
someone they know into a superhero design and do the same again!
We’d also love to see the incredible heroes you create! Younger readers could ask a
parent or older family member to share their superhuman designs to our social
media: Twitter @ourtimecharity or our Instagram @ourtimecharity.

Activity 2

Consequences: Fun for everyone
If you’re looking for something to do with your family during lockdown, the pen
and paper game of picture consequences is fantastic fun. It allows anyone of
any age to play, unleashing their creativity, creating something totally original
and usually ending in lots of laughs!

Building a body - how to play
Here’s how to play with your family:
Take a sheet of paper, A4 size is ideal but other sizes are also acceptable. Make
sure it isn’t too thin!
Fold it across its width (as pictured) to divide it as many times as there are
players. In this example we’ll use three players and segments.
Have one family member sit where no one can see what they are doing (or go
into another room) with the paper and pens or pencils.
They should then draw a head, this could be as strange as they like and it
doesn’t necessarily have to be a human!
When finishing the drawing they should make sure the neck lines extend just
over the fold beneath where they’re drawing.

They should then fold the part of the paper
they’ve drawn on back behind the sheet so it
can’t be seen.
Have the next family member continue,
repeating steps 3, 4, 5 and 6, but instead
drawing a mid-drift with leg lines extending
over the fold.
Repeat the process one more time for a third
player, drawing legs for the creature.
Your character, monster or alien is now
complete. Fold it out and see what you've
created together! Is it funny? Is it terrifying? Is it
beautiful? Either way, it will be a completely
unique creation!

More ideas
Feeling more adventurous? Consequences can be played in tons of other ways!
Here are a few more great ideas:
You could have more than three players or more than three turns. Try
breaking the body down into smaller parts with more folds and perhaps a
bigger sheet of paper.
Try setting your family a specific theme for their creation. Maybe it has to be
a monster, superhero or based on real animals?
Try playing consequences as a journey. Have the first fold showing where
someone came from, the second showing an object of significance that must
be used in the story, the third being someone they meet. You could then
pass the finished sheet around, unfolding it each turn and each person
telling a piece of a story based on what they see!
Remember, even if you can’t see your school friends in person during
lockdown, you can always get them to join an online consequences game.
Contact a friend or friends by email or social media (younger children will need
a parent’s help) and each decide which part of the body you’re drawing. Once
you’ve all drawn these segments, email one person all the drawings to print,
stick them together by hand and photograph them or (if you know how) do so
on the computer and send it back to the other players!
We’d love to see your creations as well! Perhaps ask a parent or older family
member to share pictures of your games to our social media: Twitter
@ourtimecharity or our Instagram @ourtimecharity.

Activity 3

Story stones
Story Stones are fun to make and can be used in a variety of storytelling
activities or games. They’re ideal for discovering your own creativity and
getting your imagination going, or for seasoned storytellers looking to be
surprised! Here’s how to make them and use them in a range of fun ways.

What are 'story stones'?
Story stones are essentially a collection of story tokens. Each stone has a piece of art
attached to it representing a place, object, character or event (e.g. a castle, car,
teacher and party). These can be used as prompts to help create a story, play a game
or even a fun challenge.
Select them as building blocks for a carefully constructed story or pick them out of a
bag at random to make things tricky, the choice is yours!
If you need some inspiration be sure to check out our activity ideas near the end of
this section.

Making your story stones
To create your story stones you could use the following:
PaperPens/coloured pencils/paint and paintbrush
Scissors
A clear drying glue/sealer (‘Mod Podge’ is ideal and non-toxic)
A glue spreader or something to apply the glue with
At least a dozen (ideally more) smooth round stones
When you’re picking the stones, the small white glass stones are ideal but almost
any kind will do so long as it’s not too jagged. If you’re collecting your own stones
out on a walk, make sure you use gloves to pick them up and clean them
thoroughly once you get home.
As an alternative, you can use spare jar lids instead. These are almost always easy
to find and allow you to recycle part of used jars creatively! Don’t have jar lids
around? Try just using pieces of cardboard or paper.
Once you have your raw materials, follow these steps:
If you can’t draw or paint straight onto the stones, cut out small circles from
your paper the size of your stones (or lids). You may wish to use a few sheets to
ensure you have a decent number.
Draw and colour in a variety of images on your stones or card cut-outs. These
should ideally include places, objects, characters and events. What these are is
entirely up to, but make sure there’s plenty of variety. The more different
things you have, the greater the storytelling possibilities!
If you’re putting paper on the stones, cover one side of each stone you are
using with your clear glue and stick an image cut-out on it. Make sure it’s
completely flattened to the stone for the best results. You can apply another
layer of glue over the top of the paper but it’s good to test it on a scrap piece of
paper first to check it doesn’t make the ink from your pens run.
Wait for them to dry and…
There you are! An original set of story stones, completely unique to you!

Activities and games to play
Now you have an exciting new set of story stones you’re set for a bunch of
activities.Why not try the following?:

Build your own story
Take as many (or as few) of the stones as you like and try constructing a story
with them. As a prompt you could use a story book for guidance and then try
changing or continuing the story using the stones.
Alternatively, try placing your stones on a sheet of paper or card in the order they
happen. Draw arrows between them and write how these things are involved in
your story – perhaps even with a few extra illustrations. You could photograph
the result at the end to keep!

Create a random story challenge
This can be a fun game to play as a family. Sort your story stones into bags,
containers or hats according to the categories mentioned earlier (places, objects,
characters and events).
Each player in the game should then pick out a stone from each category without
looking. They must then attempt to tell a story based on what they have. Or you
can take it in turns selecting stones to keep one story going around the group.
The results are often funny, exciting and memorable. If it’s really good, you could
even write it down!

Stone categories
Split all your stones between a number of players, keeping the images hidden
from one another. The goal of this game is to get rid of all the stones you have
been given first.
To play, take turns in naming a category, e.g. ‘an animal’, that applies to some
of your stones. When the player announces the category, all the players must
place their stones in that category in the centre of the table. Be wary though,
you could accidentally name a category another player has lots of stones in!
To make it a challenge you may wish to set ground rules disallowing broader
categories… or don’t! You can customise the game however you want to be as easy
or hard as you like.

Create your own game
Story stones can have a potentially enormous number of applications, so why not
take your creativity a step further and make a brand new game of your own
design which uses them?
Player counters in a board game? Decoration for a mantelpiece? A way to quickly
create interesting photo collages? The possibilities are endless.

Share your creations!
Our Time would love to see photos of your story stones and the stories you create
with them!
Younger readers should ask a parent or older family member for permission and
help before sharing to our social media: Twitter @ourtimecharity or our
Instagram @ourtimecharity.
You can also share directly to our email at talktous@ourtime.org.uk.

Activity 4

Create an alternative journal
Have you ever kept a diary or journal? Writing about your day, week or month is
a timeless way to look back on what you’ve enjoyed, express your feelings and
care for your mental health. Also, it can be a great way to get creative and have
fun! A journal can be much more than a notebook. Why not try out some of these
neat alternatives on how to write, draw or capture what’s going on in your life?

Create a comic strip journal
Why not tell the story of your day or week
through a comic strip? There are endless ways
you could interpret your life in this
format.Remember, this doesn’t have to be an
exact depiction of what happened, an
imaginative approach could result in something
really fun! Try adding in extra visuals, jokes or
thoughts and feelings.Pencilled, inked,
coloured-in or digital – there’s no ‘right way’ to
draw comics, but you could always try one of the
following to get started.

A simple four panel strip
‘Peanuts’ and many other short comics became famous through this format. While
it might not seem like much to work with, short stories can be just as memorable
and interesting as longer ones. Try capturing the most interesting, exciting or
funny thing you’ve done recently in those four panels.
As a guide, think of each panel as the following in order: introduction, explanation,
development and conclusion.

Re-imagine your life as a genre story
Want to add a twist of the fantastic to your comic journal? Try re-imagining your
week as cool genre comic! Helping out a family member could be re-framed as an
amazing scene in a superhero story! Spent a day trying to find something you lost
around the house? Re-imagine the search as an atmospheric detective story! The
possibilities are limitless!

An awards ceremony
Try making a comic at the end of each week divided among several panels. Plan
out awards for each and draw a corresponding event or feeling that you think
earns the award in question.
The awards themselves could be whatever you like, but typical ideas might include
things like ‘best moment in the week’, ‘funniest thing that happened’ or ‘greatest
achievement’.

Create a 'journal jar'
Want to try an interesting spin on the time
capsule concept? Try creating a ‘journal
jar’.
To do this you’ll need a large empty jar
including a lid. Over the course of a few
weeks or a month try and create or gather
one small thing that relates to your
thoughts, feelings or activities each day and
place it inside the jar.

These might include:
Notes and small drawings recording how you are feeling – it could even be one
of your comic journals!
Magazine clippings, printed photos or any other images you like – these will
likely need to be rolled up or folded to fit in the jar!
Badges or stickers you like – that you can crucially do without for a while!
Any other small item that captures a feeling!
Either way, make sure that what you put in the jar won’t be missed by you or
family – house keys are not recommended!
Once you have either filled the jar or reached the end of the time you decided upon
for collecting, put the lid back on and put it somewhere it will be safe. You may
even wish to tape the lid on and apply a label with your name and 'journal jar – do
not open!'
Taking note of the day you do this, set yourself a reminder for the same date next
year; this could be as a note in a calendar, a reminder on a phone or written onto
the jar label itself. This will be the day you reopen the jar.
Rediscovering these collected things capturing your thoughts from a year ago will
likely be a unique experience, allowing you to see how you felt then, how your
feelings have changed in the months since and what you may have forgotten along
the way!
Alternatively, why not try creating a ‘journal jar’ to give to a family member once
it’s complete? They could make one too, and as a creative exchange, you could
trade once they’re full!

Create a mood journal
What we’re feeling is often just as
important as what happens to us and
coming to terms with our feelings can be
a key part of caring for ourselves.
As a way of doing this, why not try
creating a ‘mood journal‘ entry at the
end of each week?

To get started, either print out the template on the next page or draw your own
version of it on an A4 sheet of paper writing the date at the top. As you can see it
features four main thought bubbles to write or draw into:
Thoughts – Have you had any interesting or unique ideas in the past week? Is
there something you find yourself thinking about a lot?
Feelings – How have you generally been feeling in the week?
Worries – Is there anything in particular making you anxious? Could you
reduce these worries in some way?
Comforts – What would help you relax? Try planning some activities you find
calming.
The two speech bubbles at the bottom allow a chance to reflect:
My week was – How was it overall in a few words? Fun? Exciting? Difficult
My favourite part was – Was there a stand out event? Did you manage to do
something you’re proud of?
You may be surprised at what you realise by filling in one of these sheets each
week. It can be a great way to identify what makes you happy while learning to
manage the things that cause you worry.

Share your creations
Share your creations! A journal can be quite a personal thing in some cases, but if
you feel comfortable sharing your creations and they don’t contain too much
personal information we’d love to see photos of them! Younger readers should ask
a parent or older family member for permission and help before sharing your
creative journals to our social media: Twitter @ourtimecharity or our Instagram
@ourtimecharity.

Activity 5

Improve your drawing skills
For many, lockdown has presented us with lots of free time but frustratingly
few places to go and things to do. However, as restrictions continue – alleviated,
but not gone – now is the perfect time to turn boredom into focus, frustration
into determination and ideas into art! For any budding sketchers out there, Our
Time has gathered a collection of fun ways to warm up and develop your
drawing abilities.

Warm up drawing exercises
Putting pencil or pen to blank paper
with the intention of drawing something
amazing can be quite daunting… so
don’t!
Or rather, don’t make it the first thing
you do. Doing a series of quick warm up
exercises is a great way to get
comfortable before committing to a
serious piece of work.

Think of these exercises as being throwaways, the equivalent of stretches before a
run but warming up your fingertips, eyes and brain. No one has to see what you
draw, so there’s no pressure!
It’s not about what you create, but how you explore your technique. Take chances
and try things that you’re not necessarily confident at; you may be surprised at
how quickly you begin to improve!
Each time you sit down to draw, try several of the following quick warm up
exercises in a different combination. Select a subject to draw first such as
ornaments, your desk arrangement, a view from your window or an internet
image you find interesting.

Repeatedly draw a
particular shape or form
(complete in 1 min)
This is often an ideal exercise to start with as
it’s the simplest. It’s a good way to get the
muscles in your hand ready and establish
some confidence. Try filling a page with each of
the following in under a minute:
Straight freehand lines in different
directions
Freehand circles
Spirals, swirls and loops
Spheres, cylinders and cubes

A quick overall sketch
(complete in 3 mins)
This appears the most straightforward in
many ways, but requires you to quickly
capture as much as you can in a very short
space of time. Focus on drawing the overall
shape and standout features for the best
results.

Drawing without looking at
the paper (complete in 1
min)
This may sound very odd, but try it. Having to
focus on your subject and co-ordinate your
pencil strokes without looking is a great way of
developing technique. See how closely you can
capture the shape of your subject.

Draw the negative spaces
around your subject
(complete in 1 min)
Negative space is the space between and around
the objects in your image.You may also approach
this as drawing an outline of your chosen
subject. Focus on quickly capturing the overall
shape it has with no detail.

Draw with only three lines
(complete in 1 min)
Another exercise that forces you to prioritise.
How much of your subject can you capture with
your pencil only leaving the page three times?
It may well be more than you think!

How long should you warm up for?
That depends on your own needs. If you’re sitting down for a long drawing session
then 15 minutes is typically recommended. However, for quick sessions you may
find 5 minutes is a better fit. Keep in mind; the more regularly you draw the easier
you're likely to find warming up. Try challenging yourself to do this, drawing once
every day. Even if it’s only for a very short time you’ll likely begin to see and feel a
difference in your drawing.

Effective ways to improve your drawing
You’ve warmed up your hands, eyes and mind. Now it’s time to put them to work!
What you draw and how you draw it is entirely up to you. During this process
though, there are lots of simple techniques you can work into your approach
which will go a long way to helping you improve.
When you draw, try the following:

Sketch people and objects as simple shapes first
It can be tempting to immediately draw interesting details, but this can result in
the bigger picture suffering as result.Imagine your subject is only made of
cuboids, spheres and cylinders – almost as if the shapes were packaged within
them. Lightly sketch these first as a basis for more detailed line work to follow.
It’ll make the next stage much easier and allow you to spot things you don’t like
early on.

Use a perspective point in larger scenes
Not everyone will use this technique when drawing a larger scene, but it can be an
extremely helpful guide, particularly if you’re drawing from your imagination and
want to give things a 3D-look.
One point perspective is a good place to start, typically being used for scenes
where a wall or building is directly in front of you, ideally being viewed from near
the centre of a room or space. Your ‘vanishing point’ will mark where someone’s
eyes are looking at their eye level. If the scene’s being viewed from high up (e.g. a
giant) the point will also be higher, if it’s being viewed from low down (e.g. a small
child) it will be lower. Try imagining a laser beam travelling from the viewer’s eyes
to the spot they’re looking at.
Lightly draw a cross where you think this point should be, then draw a line directly
through it from one side of the sheet to another forming where the horizon would
be in your picture (even if it’s behind a wall!). From here you can draw lines from
this cross to figure out where walls, floor, ceilings and objects that are aligned with
them will be.
Want to learn more about how to draw with perspective? Check out this article
explaining advanced techniques.

Look at a reverse image of your drawing while you work
As we draw we become accustomed to what we are seeing, which can make it hard
to spot things being out of proportion or crooked. Sometimes reversing your
drawing while you work can be a helpful way to trick your brain and you’ll likely
spot problems with much greater ease.
You can do this by holding your drawing up to a mirror or (even more simply)
turning the paper over and holding it up towards a light or window.

Try drawing things you find difficult
Let’s suppose you’re good at drawing certain things such as faces, dogs or cars.
When you become skilled at drawing a particular thing, it can be tempting to draw
only that thing all the time.
However, it’s worth recognising the things you find more difficult to draw (e.g.
hands, horses, buildings) and challenging yourself by drawing them. This may be
tricky at first and the results might not be pleasing, but you will develop broader
artistic skills in the process. Eventually, you’ll find a way!

Return to old drawings and redraw them
People often return to older drawings and feel unhappy with the results, but it’s
worth keeping older work as it can show how much we’ve improved.
Try redrawing a picture you created a few months, or even years ago, and try
improving it. What changed? Are there certain things you’re better at drawing
now?
The great thing about art is that there isn’t a “right” way of doing it. Everyone has
their own approach, style and subject matter.
What matters is that your work is passionate, daring and something only you
could make! Have faith in your abilities, try new things and find your own
creative voice!

Share your artwork
Our Time would love to see the inspired drawings you create! Younger readers
should ask a parent or older family member for permission and help before
sharing to our social media: Twitter @ourtimecharity or our Instagram
@ourtimecharity. You can also share directly to our email at
talktous@ourtime.org.uk.

Enjoyed this?
Visit the www.ourtime.org.uk/lockdown-resources for more resources, games
and activities.
You can also follow us on Instagram, Twitter or email talktous@ourtime.org.uk.
Let us know what you think of this pack!

